SUMMARY In a sample of 465 families living in a suburb of north-west London the systolic and diastolic blood pressure consistently showed a greater correlation for sib/sib (0. 16 to 0.28) than for parent/offspring (0.07 to 0.18); this pattern is consistent with the hypothesis of a dominance component in the inheritance of blood pressure assuming there is no difference in the interaction between environment and genes in people of different ages. This assumption was examined by studying the sib/sib correlation according to the age gap between sibs; for diastolic blood pressure this remained almost the same but for systolic blood pressure the correlation tended to diminish as the age gap increased. A dominance component in the inheritance of blood pressure levels could explain the sort of results we have found in this study. However, we cannot ignore the fact that similar results could be obtained if the contribution of the environment within the same generation of relatives differs from that of the environment shared by all relatives.
Few would argue with the statement that genes play an important role in the determination of blood pressure, but what Hamilton etall stated 20 years ago still applies: 'when we come to consider the mode of inheritance, or the extent to which inheritance is a factor in the determination of essential hypertension, we find ourselves on highly uncertain ground '. There have been certain advances in the field in that monogenic inheritance has been largely discounted and a polygenic mode of inheritance together with some environmental participation has become a more attractive theory. 23 Genetic aggregation of blood pressure levels has been found in twin studies and studies of first degree relatives3-9 and positive familial association may exist as soon as a month after birth.10 It appears that blood pressure clustering in families extends to spouses, which suggests that environmental influences common to family members are partly responsible for familial aggregation of blood pressure levels. Attempts to quantify this in cross-sectional studies have produced contradictory results6 11-13 and in one longitudinal study"4 no increase of blood pressure clustering was found for increasing length of marriage which might have been expected under the shared environment hypothesis. There has been little or no indication of a significant correlation between parents and adopted children until recently. '5 16 Reanalysis of previously published material, however, has strongly suggested that, after all, adoptees' blood Results Table 1 shows SDS correlations for systolic and diastolic blood pressure and weight of mother/child, father/child, sib/sib, mother/father and midparent/child pairs. The correlations of weight and systolic and diastolic blood pressure tend to be larger between sibs than between a parent and his child. The spouse correlations of weight scores were approximately half that of first degree relatives, and the correlations of blood pressure scores tended to be about half those of weight. The sib/sib correlation was significantly greater than the mother/offspring correlation for systolic blood pressure and weight (P <0001 respectively) and the sib/sib correlation was significantly greater than the father/offspring correlation for diastolic blood pressure (P<001). The other comparisons between sib/sib and parent/offspring correlations showed similar trends but were non-significant (0.1< P <0.2).
The correlation between midparents and index child, which under an additive genetic model is expected to be larger than the sib/sib correlation, proved to be smaller both for systolic and diastolic The length of marriage of a spouse pair was estimated by adding one year to the age of the eldest child (where both children were fully related to both parents). Table 4 shows the correlations between siblings' blood pressure and weight scores according to the age difference. The correlation for systolic blood pressure slightly decreases as the age gap between sibs increases, whereas the correlation for diastolic blood pressure tends to be almost the same for an age gap of less than 7*5 years and then falls sharply. The correlation of weight tended to remain the same for the first four age gap groups. 
Numbers of pairs in brackets.
The partition of variance according to the formulae used by Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer is shown in Table  5 . The major variance component for systolic blood pressure is the dominance variance, the second largest component is the additive variance, and the smallest proportion is the environmental variance. The pattern is slightly different for diastolic blood pressure and depends on the sex of the parent, but all three components of variance are involved. The environmental variance for weight was almost non-existent.
Discussion
Our results suggest that sib/sib correlation is consistently higher than parent/offspring correlation The partition of variance has been done assuming assortative marriage because most other research has shown a small spouse concordance which is not clearly influenced by length of marriage. Our sample is consistent with this general trend, with the exception perhaps of systolic blood pressure between first and second decades of marriage, where an increase of association was found using a non-parametric method."2 Correcting for assortative marriage slightly diminished the additive variance.
The assumption that there is no interaction between genes and environment when using Fisher's partition of variance is difficult to accept. This would mean that the influence of environment among generations is not different from its influence within generations in relatives who are likely to have the same proportion of genes in common. Such interaction would be difficult to estimate. In the Framingham study, Feinleib (see Sackett") showed that with a longitudinal design the correlation of adult sibs living apart does not decrease in time whatever the sex of the pair; this indicates that, for adult populations, environment plays little part in changing previous patterns of blood pressure. The question is, to what extent does environment play a role early in life?
The differences between blood pressure correlations for sib/sib and for parent/offspring are unlikely to be explained by the hypothesis that genes come into action at different stages of development, since similar differences between correlations (as estimated by regression coefficients) were obtained in the study by Miall and Oldham in the two adult generations.28 171 A genuine dominance effect has practical as well as theoretical implications; its existence would imply that a small number of genes are responsible in the determination of blood pressure.19 Genetic polymorphism at a few loci could be responsible for a large proportion of the variance in blood pressure. From a practical point of view Hunt29 suggested that dominance decreases the precision by which offsprings' measurements of, say, blood pressure, can be predicted from the midparent value. The precision will depend on the frequency of the genes that exhibit a dominance effect in the population under surveillance.
There are shortcomings in the dominance hypothesis. Firstly, in two recent papers Annest et all7 18 showed a distinct contribution of environment within the same generation in contrast to the effects of environment shared by all members of the household. Thus parent/adoptee correlations were smaller than the adoptee/adoptee or natural child/adoptee correlations in adoptive families. These results would challenge an assumption that the environment plays a similar role between sibs as between parents and offspring, on which the set of formulae by Cavalli-Sforza and Bodmer are based. Secondly, it is difficult to accept that blood pressure, which is controlled by many hormones and tissue structures, can be dependent on a few genes.
The partition of variance for weight has been presented as an example of a variable which has a similarly skewed distribution to blood pressure and is also known to be associated with it.6 The sib/sib and parent/offspring correlations of weight show the same dominance effect as first degree relative correlations for blood pressure. The hypothesis that common genes have a similar mechanism in the determination of each trait is attractive but speculative at this stage. In the exploratory stages of the analysis we did not allow for the rapid increase of weight in childhood and adolescence; the partition of variance showed no dominance component while the environmental component represented almost 50% of the variation. A slight correction to the correlations of each pair of first degree relatives completely changes the distribution of the genetic and environmental components of the variance. We think that the procedure does not provide a robust estimate of each component of variance. However, our results present strong evidence that the sib/sib correlations tend to be greater than the parent/offspring correlation and this tendency does not represent random fluctuation.
With the many weaknesses that the hypothesis of dominance may still have, it seems attractive to explore the tendency of sib/sib association to be greater than parent/offspring both in exclusively (9) and using (8) and (9) 
